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1-Lipschitz Surfaces-

In this lecture we will discuss geometrically meaningful ways of mapping a surface S into
a hyperbolic manifold H3/Γ where Γ ∼= π1(S). We have already seen one example of such
a map, namely the inclusion of the boundary of the convex core into a quasi-Fuchsian
manifold.

Recall that a quasi-Fuchsian manifold is homeomorphic to S × R, and that the intrinsic
path metric on the boundary of the convex core is hyperbolic. If we consider the distance
in the manifold between two points on the convex core boundary, this is clearly less than
or equal to the distance between these two points in the path metric restricted to the
boundary surface, so we have that the inclusion S ↪→ H3/Γ is a 1-Lipschitz map.

Shortest path on 
the surface

Shortest path in the 
manifold

We will see that such maps can be found everywhere in the convex core of the manifold.
Let M = H3/Γ where Γ ∼= π1(S) for some surface S, and Γ contains no parabolics. We
define

LIP (M) := {(X, f) | X is a hyperbolic surface, f : X →M a 1-Lipschitz homotopy eq.}

The following is referred to as the “filling theorem.”

Theorem: (Thurston, Bonahon, Canary) If p is in the convex core of M , then there exists
(X, f) ∈ LIP (M) such that p ∈ f(X).
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Using Bers’ constant, the following corollary is immediate.

Corollary: There exists a constant B depending only on χ(S) such that for every point
p in the convex core of M , there is an essential loop through p of length less than B.

This is a non-trivial fact about the geometry of the convex core that comes out of the
existence of 1-Lipschitz maps. In dimension 2, the existence of the Bers’ constant is proved
by arguing that because a hyperbolic surface has finite area, balls centered at p of radius
r must self intersect for large r. Here the manifolds we look at have infinite volume, so no
such argument works.

Notice that f(X) for (X, f) ∈ LIP (M) must intersect the convex core. If not, we could
apply the nearest point retraction map to send f(X) to the convex core boundary. The
retraction map r strictly decreases distances, so the composition r ◦f also strictly decrease
distances. The convex core boundary is hyperbolic, however, so its area is the same as the
area of the domain of our 1-Lipshitz map. Thus we have a distance decreasing map that
preserves area, which is impossible.

There are a number of ways of constructing 1-Lipschitz maps:

1. Pleated surfaces (Thurston)

2. Simplicial hyperbolic surfaces (Thurston, Bonahon, Canary)

3. Shrink-wrapping (Calegari, Gabai)

4. Simplicial Shrink-wrapping (Soma)

In this lecture we will discuss simplicial hyperbolic surfaces. To construct such a map
f : S → M , begin with a one point triangulation of S. A one point triangulization of a
genus two surface is shown below.
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Let f : S → M be a homotopy equivalence. We then apply a homotopy of this map that
fixes the vertex of the triangulation, sends the edges to a collection of geodesics, and makes
the 2-cells into totally geodesic triangles. We call the resulting map f . It turns out that
the image of f is uniquely determined by f , as whenever you tighten a curve to a geodesic
the resulting geodesic is unique.

The pulled back path metric on S is hyperbolic, except perhaps at the vertex v where it
will have a cone point. In order for the metric to be negatively curved at v, we have to
make sure that v has a cone angle of more than 2π. For the map we have constructed there
is no reason for the cone angle at v in the pulled back metric to be large. In fact, if we map
v very far outside the convex core, the cone angle will most likely be small. To get around
this, we have to change our construction slightly. To begin, pick out a distinguished edge
e in the one skeleton in our triangulation. e ∪ v is an essential simple closed curve γ on S.
Let γ∗ be the geodesic representative of f(γ). Choose g such that g(v) lies on this geodesic.
Then tightening g to g as before, we get that g(e∪v) = γ∗. We therefore have that at least
one of the edges in the one-skeleton tightens to a smooth closed curve, i.e. has no corner
at v.

We can now give an estimate for the cone angle at v. Consider the intersection of a small
ball Bε(g(v)) with g(S). We assume that ε is small enough that edges coming in to v look
like straight Euclidean lines.

We can rescale this picture so that the sphere has radius one, and therefore the length of
the intersection of each triangle with the sphere is exactly the angle between two of edges
of this triangle meeting at f(v). Note that our distinguished edge passes between nearly
antipodal points on the sphere, as there is no angle at the point g(v). We now have a
closed curve on the sphere that passes between antipodal point. Such a curve must have
length at least 2π, so the cone angle at g(v) is at least 2π.

Now the map map g : S → M we have constructed is such that the induced path metric
on the image is negatively curved, and hyperbolic away from a single point. Our goal is
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to find a map such that the induced metric on the image is hyperbolic everywhere. Let
X ′ be the pulled back cone metric on S. X ′ determines a conformal structure on S. Let
X be the unique hyperbolic structure in the conformal class of X ′. We need the following
lemma, which is proved in the exercises.

Lemma: (Ahlfors) The identity map from X to X ′ is 1-Lipschitz.

Composing the map g with the map changing the conformal structure from X to X ′ gives
a composition of 1-Lipschitz maps which is therefore 1-Lipschitz.

Interpolating between surfaces-

We will now describe how to construct 1-Lipschitz homotopies between pairs of simplicial
surfaces. This is done by proving that certain changes to the triangulation used to define
our simplicial surfaces can be achieved by 1-Lipschitz homotopies. The elementary moves
are the following:

1. Change the distinguished edge.

2. Change one edge in the triangulation in the following way:

We will need the following facts:

Theorem (Canary) Let T and T ′ differ by a single move. Then there is a homotopy
ft : Xt → M such that (X0, f0) is the simplicial hyperbolic surface for T and (X1, f1) is
the simplicial hyperbolic surface for T ′ and (Xt, ft) ∈ LIP (M) for all t ∈ [0, 1].

Theorem (Hatcher) If T and T ′ are 1-vertex triangulations with a distinguished edge,
there is a sequence of moves getting from one to the other.

Combining these two results we have

Corollary: For any pair of 1-vertex triangulations, there is a homotopy between the
simplicial hyperbolic surfaces associated to these triangulations that stays in LIP (M).

Thus given two closed geodesics in the convex core, we can “hang” simplicial hyperbolic
surfaces off of them. We can then interpolate between them by a homotopy, so each point
in between the two initial surfaces sits on the image of a map in LIP (M).
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In the quasi-Fuchsian case, the convex core is bounded, so the picture is the following.

Geodesics in the
manifold

LIP(1) Surfaces 
Realizing these 
Geodesics 

Region filled by 
the homotopy
between them

Using theory of laminations, one can show that there are simplicial hyperbolic surfaces
sitting arbitrarily close to the boundary of the convex core, which shows that the whole
convex core can be filled up with LIP (1) surfaces. This finishes the proof of the filling
theorem for quasi-Fuchsian manifolds. In the case when the convex core is whole manifold,
Bonahon and Thurston showed that there are closed geodesics exiting both ends of the
manifold, so we can also use simplicial surfaces to prove the filling theorem in this setting.

Another nice property of elements of LIP (M) is given below.

Lemma: (Bounded diameter lemma) Let M ∼= H3/Γ where Γ ∼= π1(S) and Γ has no
parabolics. For every compact set K, there exists a compact set K ′ such that if (X, f) ∈
LIP (M) and f(X) ∩K 6= ∅, then f(X) ⊂ K ′.

Proof. Let ε be a fixed number that is smaller than the Margulis constants in dimensions
2 and 3. The following facts can be taken as exercises:

1. The components of X≥ε have uniformly bounded diameter C, and that there are in
total at most 3g − 3 components of X<ε parts.

2. Because M has no parabolics, the components of M≤ε are compact.

Let K ′1 = {x | d(x,K) ≤ C}, and K1 = K ′1 ∪ {thin parts intersectingK ′1}. K1 is compact,
as it is the union of the compact set K ′ with finitely many compact thin parts. The thin
parts of X must map in to the thin parts of M as f is 1-Lipschitz. Let T be the set of thin
parts of X that do not map into K. Let T ∈ T be the thin part whose image is closest to
K. Let p be a path from f(T ) to K whose preimage in X is a geodesic, and which is of
minimimal distance from f(T ) to K. p cannot enter the image of another thin part before
it hits K, as by assumption T was the closest thin part not contained in K. Thus f−1(p)
is a geodesic in the thick part of X, so has length at most C. This shows that T is in K1.
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Repeating this argument, we can form K ′2 = {x | d(x,K1) ≤ C}, and K2 = K ′2 ∪
{thin parts intersecting K ′2}. As one of the thin parts has been mapped into K1, there
are at most 3g − 2 thin parts left to map in. Iterating this, we get that all the thin parts
must map in to K3g−3. It is then clear that no point can lie further than C away from
K3g−3, so K ′ = {x | d(x,K3g−3) ≤ C} gives a compact set which is guaranteed to contain
f(X).

For a compact set K, denote by LIP (M,K) elements of LIP (M) intersecting K.

Corollary: Given any compact set K, there exists an ε > 0 such that if (X, f) ∈
LIP (M ;K) then X has injectivity radius greater than or equal to ε.

If not, then there would be a sequence of maps fn : Xn → M in LIP (M ;K) with the
injectivity radius of Xn going to zero. We can then find essential curves γn on Xn whose
lengths are going to zero, and hence essential curves fn(γn) in K ′ going to zero. As K ′ is
compact, this is impossible.

From this it follows by the Arezlá-Ascoli theorem that this set of maps is compact in the
topology of uniform convergence.

An interesting consequence of the filling theorem and the above discussion is the following
result.

Theorem: (Covering theorem; Canary-Thurston) Let M be a hyperbolic manifold whose
convex core is all of M . Let π : M → N be a covering of a hyperbolic manifold N . Then
either π is finite-to-one or π factors through a covering of a manifold N ′ that fibers over
the circle.

Roughly speaking, the way to prove this result is to notice that if π is infinite to one, then
there are infinitely many 1-Lipschitz surfaces going out one end of the manifold M by the
filling theorem. Infinitely many images of these surfaces under π intersect some compact
set in N . There cannot be infinitely many non-homotopic essential surfaces in a single
compact set, so some pair of these must be homotopic in N .

Lifting this homotopy to M shows that two isometric surfaces appear in an end of M . We
can cut out the surface bundle bounded by these two isometric surfaces, and glue the ends
together to get a 3-manifold M ′ that fibers over the circle. This surface M ′ must still cover
N , as the image of the chunk of the manifold between the two isometric surfaces under the
projection map is both open and closed, and therefore must be all of N . This gives the
desired intermediate cover.
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